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Budget Cuts Threaten our Natural Heritage 
By State Senator Julie Lassa 

 

What would Wisconsin be without our wild places – our forests, our lakes, our prairies and rivers?  There is 

truly nothing that unites us as Wisconsinites more than our shared love of the outdoors.  Whether we’re hunting 

or fishing, camping or birdwatching, or just taking the kids for a hike, our beautiful natural landscapes are 

treasures that we all depend on for recreation and renewal.  They also attract visitors from all over the world, 

creating thousands of jobs and bringing billions into our economy. 

When you love something, you want to protect it, and Wisconsinites of all political persuasions have 

shared a commitment to conservation for generations.  That heritage explains, I think, why one of the biggest 

issues I’ve heard about from my constituents recently has been the cuts Governor Walker has proposed to 

programs that are vital to defending our natural resources. 

Many have contacted my office to oppose the Governor’s proposed freeze of the Knowles-Nelson 

Stewardship Program, the fund that enables the state to acquire undeveloped woods, wetlands and other wild 

places. The Governor’s budget contains a provision that will essentially freeze the Stewardship Program for the 

next 17 years, unless the provision is changed in the future.  This comes on top of provisions contained in the 

previous two budgets that cut the bonding authority for the Stewardship Program by nearly half, placed a cap on 

the amount of land the program could preserve, and required the DNR to sell off 10,000 acres by 2017.   

I believe these policies are shortchanging future generations to deal with a budget deficit that is the 

direct result of the decisions made by the Governor and the majority party in the Legislature.  Fiscal issues may 

come and go, but when our woods, prairies and wetlands are gone, they are gone forever.   For generations of 

Wisconsin families, the outdoors has been a playground, a schoolroom, and the place where precious memories 

are made.  The Stewardship Program helps ensure that Wisconsin families will be able to enjoy our natural 

heritage for many years to come.  At the same time, the green spaces that the deer hunter, trout fisherman, bird 

watcher, and hiker love also attract billions of dollars in tourism revenue into our economy, revenue that 

provides approximately 185,000 jobs.   
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I’ve also been hearing from constituents opposed to the Governor’s proposal to cut 18 DNR staff 

scientists from the Bureau of Scientific Services – a 31 percent cut in the budgeted staff.  These scientists are 

crucial if we are going to make decisions about natural resources based on facts instead of politics. With all the 

issues facing us – from the boom in frac sand mining to the establishment of new CAFOs and the growing need 

to better manage our groundwater resources – this is not the time to be diminishing the DNR’s ability to provide 

the scientific research we need.  

The Wisconsin I grew up in was known for its clean air, clean water, and unspoiled wild places.  That’s 

the legacy I want to leave to my children, and to protect for all our kids and grandkids.  I hope my colleagues in 

the Legislature will join me in opposing these budget provisions and returning to our historic bipartisan 

consensus on conserving our natural resources.  
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